Currently, deep learning is attracting significant interest. Combining deep Q-networks (DQNs) and Qlearning has produced excellent results for several Atari 2600 games. In this paper, we propose an exploitation-oriented learning (XoL) method that incorporates deep learning to reduce the number of trial-and-error searches. We focus on a profit sharing (PS) method that is an XoL method, and combine it with a DQN to propose a DQNwithPS method. This method is compared with a DQN in Atari 2600 games. We demonstrate that the proposed DQN-withPS method can learn stably with fewer trial-anderror searches than required by only a DQN.
Introduction
Recently, deep learning has attracted considerable attention. The well-known deep Q-network (DQN) [1] successfully combines deep learning and Q-learning (QL) [2] , the most representative reinforcement learning (RL) method. DQNs with QL have produced excellent results for several Atari 2600 games using the arcade learning environment [3] .
QL is an RL method based on dynamic programming, and it requires numerous trial-and-error searches. In this study, we combine a DQN and profit sharing (PS) method [4, 5] to reduce the number of necessary trialand-error searches. PS is one of the exploitation-oriented learning (XoL) [6] methods. XoL is an approach that treats reward and penalty signals independently, and enhances the successful experiences strongly to reduce the number of trial-and-error searches.
XoL has the following four features: (1) It learns more rapidly by strongly tracing the successful experiences. (2) It treats rewards and penalties as independent signals, allowing these signals to be handled more intuitively and easily than concrete values. (3) It does not achieve optimality efficiently, which can be acquired by multi-start [7] resetting all memory or reward scheduling. (4) It is strong in the class that exceeds the Markov decision processes (MDPs) because it is a Bellman-free method.
Therefore, we expect to reduce the number of trial-anderror searches by combining PS with a DQN. We refer to the proposed method as DQNwithPS. This method is compared with a DQN in Atari 2600 games. We demonstrate that the proposed DQNwithPS method can learn stably with fewer trial-and-error searches than a DQN.
Domain

Definition of Terms
In RL, a subject is commonly known as an agent. After receiving sensory inputs from the environment, an agent selects an action and performs it. Rewards and penalties are assigned based on a series of actions. A reward (or penalty) is awarded to a state or an action that satisfies (or does not satisfy) the purpose. The sensory inputs and the corresponding selected action comprise a unit, known as a step. Sensory inputs from the environment are referred to as states. A pair of state and action is known as a rule. If an agent selects action a t in state s t , the rule is described as rule(s t , a t ). Note that in some cases, the agent may have to select different actions for the same sensory input because the sensory input is incomplete; this is known as the perceptual aliasing problem [8] , and several methods have been proposed to resolve it [9] .
A sequence of steps from an initial state to a reward or penalty is known as an episode. If different rules are selected for the same state, i.e., if the episode contains a loop, the loop is referred to as a detour. A rule that is always present in a detour is called an ineffective rule; otherwise, it is known as an effective rule. If both effective and ineffective rules are related to the same sensory input, the ineffective rule should not be selected. If a rule that has previously been considered as an effective rule is always present a detour, it is called type 2 confusion [7] . A function that maps a state to an action is known as a policy. A policy is deterministic if there is only one action for each state, and a policy is rational if all the expected rewards per action are positive. The policy that maximizes the expected reward per action is the optimal policy. Vol.21 No.5, 2017
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Q-Learning
Each time an agent selects an action, QL learns by updating the Q-value that is a function representing the value of the action. When an agent selects action a t in state s t , receives reward r t , and transits to next state s t+1 , Q(s t , a t ), the Q-value of rule(s t , a t ) is updated by the following equation:
where α is the learning rate and γ is the discount rate.
QL ensures the determination of the optimal policy in the MDPs. We can obtain the optimal policy if the corresponding agent selects an action that has the maximum Qvalue in the state, after the Q-value has converged, by reducing learning rate α according to a previously proposed theorem [2] . However, this theorem does not ensure any rationality before the Q-value convergence. Furthermore, QL typically requires numerous trial-and-error searches to attain convergence because it must interact with the environment not only to identify the unknown environment, but also to update the Q-value [10] .
Profit Sharing
PS learns a rational policy by propagating a reward in an episode backward when the reward is awarded. Assume that action a t was used in state s t at time t, and let Q(s t , a t ) be a reward shared in rule(s t , a t ). In this study, we use the following geometric decreasing function to propagate the reward backward:
where R is the reward value, N is the episode length, and λ is the discount rate. A function that propagates a reward is known as a reinforcement function.
Equation (2) is derived from the rationality theorem of PS [4, 5] , that is the necessary and sufficient condition required to learn a rational policy in a class in which only one type of reward is present and type 2 confusion is absent. If we set λ = 1 Types o f actions in Eq. (2), we can satisfy the theorem. In contrast, the rationality theorem of PS in multi-agent learning [11] is the necessary and sufficient condition for distributing a reward to an agent that does not receive a direct reward.
PS is an XoL method that strongly enhances the successful experiences. Therefore, generally, PS can learn a rational policy with fewer actions than QL. Furthermore, it can ensure that the rational policy can be acquired in a class without any type 2 confusion. Although the RL methods based on dynamic programming such as QL can guarantee acquisition of the optimum policy in the MDPs that are a part of a class without type 2 confusion, the rationality of a class that exceeds the MDPs is unknown.
Deep Q-Network
In a DQN, the Q-value is approximated using a convolutional neural network (CNN). A DQN has been applied to seven Atari 2600 games [1] , outperforming the existing methods, and achieving a score higher than that achieved by human experts for some games.
In a DQN, the game screen is input directly to the CNN. Therefore, it is typically associated with the perceptual aliasing problem. A DQN inputs the last four frames 1 into a CNN simultaneously to reduce the effects of this problem. The perceptual aliasing problem in DQNs has been investigated. For example, in a previous study [12] , ten frames were input into the CNN.
In this study, the network configuration is the same as a previously reported configuration [1] . To learn the network parameters, the DQN uses replay memory that stores the experience comprising of four tuples (s t , a t , r t , s t+1 ) when the agent selects action a t in state s t , receives a reward r t , and transits to next state s t+1 . The four tuples in the replay memory continues to store all the experiences that the agent had to order. If the required storage area exceeds the available memory, the oldest experience is deleted. Minibatch (MB) learning has been performed to update the CNN parameters. First, a certain number of experiences is sampled randomly from the replay memory. Subsequently, for each experience, the gradient is calculated when r j + γ max a Q(s j+1 , a ) is set to a target value. Finally, the CNN parameters are updated according to the calculated gradients.
Proposed DQNwithPS
Proposed Method and Limitations of DQN
Typically, QL requires numerous trial-and-error searches. Here the DQN starts learning the CNN parameters after 100 frames; however, it is generally difficult for the Q-values to convergence in 100 frames. Consequently, the CNN parameters are updated without the Q-value convergence in the early learning states. This is inefficient learning from the perspective of RL.
In this study, we aim to reduce the number of actions required to learn the CNN parameters. We combine PS that can rapidly provide a rational policy, and a DQN.
In general, a game problem is considered to be simulation-based learning. Numerous trial-and-error searches are not problematic when an effective simulator is used. However, an effective simulator is not always available; therefore it is important to take good care of the valuable experience. This is the main objective of our study including all the XoL methods.
DQNwithPS
To reduce the number of trial-and-error searches, we propose to employ PS with a DQN each time an agent obtains a reward as shown in Fig. 1 DQNwithPS uses the following "MB learning based on PS." First, the value obtained by Eq. (2) is distributed to all the rules in the episodes in which the agent obtained a reward, and the value is stored in the replay memory. Second, a certain number of experiences is sampled randomly from the replay memory corresponding to the episode. Third, for each experience, the gradient is calculated when r j + γ max a Q(s j+1 , a ) is set to the target value. Finally, the CNN parameters are updated according to these gradients. This method follows MB learning in the DQN. Though the amount of computational time with the DQNwithPS method temporarily increases when a reward is acquired, it is much less than that for requiring a target in each action selection.
The main part of the DQNwithPS method is the same as that of a DQN, and the only difference from the DQN is to run the above "MB learning based on PS" when an agent receives a reward. In contrast, both the DQN and DQNwithPS handle a penalty through QL.
There is a tradeoff between the learning speed and learning result. The same tradeoff will occur in PS MB learning. Although a correct answer can be obtained by repeating MB learning, the obtained result will not necessarily correspond to a desired solution. An appropriate γ is expected to vary depending on the problem and therefore, we confirm the behavior through numerical experiments.
Related Works
Methods to improve the DQNs often focus on improving the score [13] . A previous study attempted to reduce the number of trial-and-error searches by improving the search method of the environment [14] . Other studies have attempted to increase the speed of learning by using a model [15] or considering the QL discount rate γ [16] . In addition, another previous study focused on the perceptual aliasing problem [12] . Although these earlier works were based on QL, we focus on PS, a different learning approach for refining the learning speed by combining PS and a DQN. This is the primary contribution of this paper. The proposed DQNwithPS method is easy to combine with previous methods that attempt to enhance DQNs because it simply involves adding PS to the DQN and does not require changing the essence of the DQN.
Numerical Experiments
Experimental Setting
The sizes of the MB and replay memory are 32 and 1,000,000 frames, respectively. Note that these values were taken from the literature [1] . Discount rate for QL, γ, is 0.99. We use the geometric decreasing function in Eq. (2) as the reinforcement function of PS with λ as the discount rate.
Although DQNs have been evaluated for seven games [1] , in this study, the DQNwithPS method is evaluated for two games called Pong and Breakout. In Pong, when an agent hits a ball, but its opponent agent cannot, the agent receives a point in the game and is awarded a reward of value 1.0. However, when the agent cannot hit a ball, it loses a point and suffers a penalty of value −1.0. Once the total points of either agent reaches 21, the game ends, and score of the game is calculated based on the difference between the scores of the agent and its opponent. Therefore, the score of Pong is an integer value between −21 and 21.
In Breakout, when the agent hits a ball and turns off a block, the agent receives a point in the game and is rewarded a value of 1.0. However, there is no penalty. The agent has five balls at the beginning of the game. When the agent hits a ball, but cannot turn off a block, the ball is lost. After the number of balls reaches zero, the game ends and score of the game is calculated based on the number of blocks turned off. Therefore, the score is a natural number. Thus, the values of a reward and penalty are decided by a score in a DQN. Consequently, there is no penalty in Breakout because the score of Breakout cannot be negative.
We confirm the performance of the DQNwithPS method by varying λ . The learning result is evaluated in terms of the score. We obtain ten scores without learning for 100 episodes of Breakout and ten episodes of Pong, and we compare the methods by their average values.
The action is selected using an ε-greedy strategy (ε = 0.01) in the evaluation, in which a random action and the action with the maximum Q-value are selected with a probability of 0.01 and 0.99, respectively. Although the proposed DQNwithPS method does not change ε in the experiment, the DQN changes ε in the ε-greedy strategy according to the following strategy that was reported in the literature [1] .
• ε = 0.1 (if the number of actions exceeds 1,000,000)
T he number o f actions 1000000 (otherwise)
We set ε = 0.01 in the DQNwithPS method to take ad- vantage of the experience-oriented aspects of PS. Results when performing the same setting in DQN are discussed later. We use the 64-bit version of Ubuntu 14.04 as the operating system and the Caffe deep learning framework. We refer to two web sites to construct the experimental environment 2,3 .
Experimental Results
Each experiment was performed 30 times by varying λ . The results with Pong are shown in Figs. 2-6. Fig. 7 shows the result with Breakout. These figures depict the score of each game plotted as a function of the number of actions that is equal to the number of frames. Figure 2 shows the results for varying λ . λ is considered as 1.00, 0.99, and
1 Types o f actions to satisfy the rationality theorem of PS. Note that λ = 1.0 corresponds to the rational policy making algorithm (RPM) [7] . Figs. 2 and 6 include the results for the DQN. Here, the score is the average of the 30 experiments. Figures 3-5 show simultaneously the results of the 30 experiments. Fig. 3 depicts the results for the DQN, and Fig. 4 0.99. Fig. 5 shows 30 results for the DQN when using fixed ε = 0.01. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the DQN at fixed ε = 0.01 with the DQNwithPS method. Fig. 7 illustrates the results using Breakout, where λ = 0.99.
Discussion
Pong Results
Considering λ , as shown in Fig. 2 , the DQNwithPS method learns with fewest actions when λ = 0.99. In contrast, the effectiveness of the DQNwithPS method is degraded with RPM (λ = 1.0) and the function that satisfies the rationality theorem of the PS. In general, the probability that the same sensory input will occur is low in a continuous image input. Therefore, in the learning method, e.g., RPM, it is possible that all the selected actions will be equally evaluated as effective. With λ = 1.0, the original purpose to provide a correct answer quickly is not achieved, and an evaluation of an action that has been prioritized by QL may be influenced negatively by the RPM. The result for the RPM shown in Fig. 2 is a typical example of this.
By using the function that satisfies the rationality theorem of PS, it is unlikely that QL will be inhibited. However, when the reward value is discounted by λ = Therefore, even with the usefulness of a theorem to ensure the rationality, in a practical sense, the learning speed is not enhanced significantly. The rationality theorem of PS states that it is possible to learn a rational policy in an environment where the same sensory input will be obtained. However, as mentioned previously, in this problem, the possibility that the same sensory input is obtained is low. Therefore, in this problem, the discount of a reward such that 1 Types o f actions , is not required. The rationality theorem of PS is a condition for an arbitrary environment. This condition will be a highly strict condition for Pong. We, therefore, believe that the case of λ = 0.99 is a looser condition than the theorem as it yields the best result with Pong. Consequenlty, we consider that λ = 0.99 is the most effective value for Pong. In the future, we plan to verify this with more games to confirm the generality.
experimental results
It can be seen from the 30 experimental results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 that although the variation in the DQN results is small, the results obtained with DQNwithPS rela- tively vary more. PS learns a policy that is strongly dependent on the first obtained reward. These results are owing to the exploitation-oriented aspects of PS. Although there is a variation between the experiments in terms of the number of actions required, the score improves, and any of the results are better thatn those of the DQN. After completion of the feature extraction of the game screen, the effectiveness of PS will be apparent.
Comparison with human expert
According to a previous report [1] , the score for human experts with Pong was −3. We compared it with the number of actions required to first arrive at a score based on the ten best performances of scores from our 30 experimental results. The corresponding results of the DQN and DQNwithPS (λ = 1.0, 0.99, and
1
Types o f actions ) are presented in Table 1 . For Pong, DQN requires approximately 883, 000 average actions to arrive at a score of −3. In contrast, the proposed DQNwithPS requires approximately 519, 000, 431, 000, and 570, 000 average actions for λ = 1.00, 0.99, and About fixed ε ε ε From Fig. 6 , we can clearly see the difference between the DQNwithPS and DQN (ε = 0.01) results after 900, 000 actions. We conducted a t-test every 100 thousand actions between DQNwithPS (λ = 0.99) and DQN (fixed ε = 0.01) shown in Figs. 4 and 5 after 900,000 actions. We have confirmed the normality and homoscedasticity as a pre-test before applying the t-test. We show the t-values in Table 2 . The calculation of the t-test demonstrated that DQNwithPS (λ = 0.99) is statistically more significant and superior to DQN (fixed ε = 0.01) at p = 0.05 level (1.697). This implies that DQNwithPS still outperforms DQN (ε = 0.01) in terms of the score. The result also concerns with a tradeoff problem between exploitation and exploration. The proposed DQN-withPS method is one of the XoL methods with emphasis on the exploitation aspect. PS can guarantee a rationality when the agent obtains a reward once. This implies that the fixed ε is suitable for PS. Therefore, DQN-withPS can use the fixed ε to reduce the trial-and-error searches. Conversely, DQN must change ε to obtain a stable behavior because QL does not ensure any rationality before converging the Q-value. Therefore, the DQN must control ε to obtain a stable behavior. This confirms that DQNwithPS performs better with fewer trialand-error searches than DQN (ε = 0.01).
Breakout Results
For Breakout, based on the knowledge obtained with Pong, we set λ = 0.99. It can be seen in Fig. 7 , the final score of DQNwithPS is less than that of DQN.
The reward in Pong is awarded to an agent as a point, and the penalty is assigned to an agent as a loss of a point. This directly increases the final score. This implies that the agent continues to obtain a reward as the agent never loses the game when it keeps hitting a ball. In Breakout, the reward is given to an agent by removing a block through hitting a ball, and there is no penalty. Therefore, PS cannot always provide an approach to remove a better block because it aims to receive rewards in fewer trialand-error searches rather than to acquire the optimal policy. Conversely, QL may learn a policy that can remove a block better because QL always pursues an optimal policy.
PS should be used in a task where a reward design is connected to our purpose directly. Specifically, we should take the reward setting in which our purpose is achieved by acquiring a reward. Pong is such an example. If we expect to obtain a better reward for PS in a reward setting that aims to maximize the expected reward per action, we should introduce a multi-start [7] or reward scheduling. As one of the reward scheduling, we can consider the following method:
• If the number of times that a block is erased without losing a ball increases, MB learning based on PS is added to the DQN.
• Otherwise, it is not added to the DQN. This suggests that "reward" in Fig. 1 changes to "reward and the number of times that a block is erased without losing a ball increase." The result is shown in Fig. 8 . The method with the reward scheduling shows a significant improvement. Thus, we have confirmed the effectiveness of DQNwithPS through numerical experiments.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an XoL that incorporates deep learning. The proposed DQNwithPS method was compared with a DQN in Atari2006 games. Through numerical experiments, we demonstrated that the proposed DQNwithPS method can learn with fewer trial-anderror searches than only a DQN.
The proposed method can be easily combined with various DQNs. We will be conducting such experiments in 854
Journal of Advanced Computational Intelligence Vol.21 No.5, 2017 and Intelligent Informatics the future. We will also perform several experiments using other games in the future. Currently, we are implementing a combination of the Expected Failure Probability (EFP) method [17] and PS. EFP is an XoL method that avoids a penalty by estimating an expected failure probability of a rule. In this case, it is necessary to prepare each CNN for PS and EFP. We believe that the proposed method will benefit from the EFP method. Furthermore, we can easily combine our proposed method to some variation of the DQN.
In addition to the improvements afforded by such a method, we plan to apply the proposed DQNwithPS method to other issues such as a keepaway task [18, 19] , biped walking robot [20] , course classification support system [21] , and consciousness system [22] .
